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Expo East 2017 Stats

29K+ 451
1500+ 7.7%
members

first-time exhibitors

exhibitors

sales growth since 2016

Puff Daddy

The humble puff was the snack of the moment at Expo East
this year. A lighter alternative to chips or crackers, puffs pack
flavor, crunch and (apparently) incredible versatility.
You name it, it was probably puffed, packaged and
on display. Crunch-a mame dished up edamame
puffs in cute, whimsical packaging, and
P-nuff Crunch delivered on big flavor for the
peanut-lovers out there. Ancient medicine
meets modern snacking with Vedic
Brand’s LILY PUFFS. Popped, lightly
toasted water lily seeds that pack
big flavor and plenty of vitamins,
minerals and amino acids.
Good things.
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Water,
Water Everywhere

An influx of companies are
tapping into the bottled water market
with innovative new products. We saw
water infused with everything from hydrogen
to chlorophyll in what appears to be a
race to reinvent the wheel. Artisanal seltzers
(we loved Alta Pala) are still going strong, with smaller
companies emboldened by the social media-fueled
La Croix renaissance. Our top pick? Tree water. Asarasi
bottles smooth, slightly effervescent water that is a sustainably
up-cycled byproduct of maple syrup production. In the world
of packaging, we’re happy to see plastic bottles replaced with
everything from Tetra Packs to bags to old-school glass bottles.
So many ways to hydrate, so little time.
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Bar None

Bars, bars, bars were all over Expo East this year as healthy,
on-the-go snacking continues to drive sales. So long to the
sugary, processed fare of your childhood lunch box.
Snack bars are healthier, protein forward and more
creative than ever. Soul Sprout’s Nut Bars use
sprouted ingredients to pack in extra plant
power and GORP’s tasty protein bars come
in a re-sealable pack for easier nibbling.
In the rapidly growing category of
savory snack bars, Wilde bars are a
carnivore’s dream-come-true.
Each of their artisanal flavors
blends free-range meat or
poultry with fresh
flavors like Peach
BBQ and Sweet
Thai Basil.
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Pre-Game

Think probiotics are all you
need? Think again. PRE-biotics
were the bag at Expo East this
year, popping up in bars, bags and
beverages alike. So what’s the deal?
Prebiotics are non-digestable plant fiber
that feed probiotics, working together
symbiotically to keep your belly and body healthy.
Truth Bars and Microbiome Bars have got you
covered on the go, and maple water
(our pick for the next water fad) will also get you
those good-gut benefits.
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Alternative Energy

Say goodbye to the suspicious, neon-hued energy drinks of
yore. Enter a new generation of energizing beverages that
work in harmony with your body’s natural processes to
optimize mind and body performance. Our standout
picks were coconut-based Wonder Fuel and
nootropic vanguard Bulletproof Coffee, both of
which tap into the energy-giving potential of
healthy fats to fuel mental and physical
energy. Runa gets their kick from the
guayusa leaf, an Ecuadorian
“superleaf” that grows in the
Amazon rainforest. Guayusa
naturally produces
slow-release caffeine,
providing longer,
sustained energy
without the
spike and
crash.
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The
Takeaway

Trends show
further evidence of the
rapidly-growing wellness
economy as companies drive
to keep up with an increasingly
discerning and informed consumer.
The criteria of healthy, convenient,
attractive continues to set the standard.
Package design was elevated and more
distinct, reflecting a culture of individualism
and a desire for meaningful experiences across
consumer markets.

Join The Conversation:
Wendy Church

Director, Creative Services
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